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Abstract. Closure properties of various classes of subset languages of Petri nets considered by 
Rozenberg and Verraedt (1983) are investigated. The operations considered are: union, product, 
intersection, intersection with regular languages, shuffle, homomorphism, inverst homomorphism 
and iterated product. 
Introduction 
This paper continues directly the research from [S] where Petri nets as generators 
of subset languages are considered. The subject matter of the present paper are 
the closure properties of various classes of subset languages of Petri nets. Such an 
investigation is needed for (at least) two reasons: (1) to understand the mathematical 
nature of classes of languages.we consider, atid (2) to understand the rather 
important problem of constructing ‘more involved’ nets from simpler ones. Since 
the techniques used to prove our results are often quite different (and more difficult) 
from the techniques to prove analogous results for firing sequence languages of 
Petri nets, this paper may shed a new light on problem (2) above. 
We study all standard language theoretical operations (union, product, intersec- 
tion, intersection with regular languages, shuffle, homomorphism, inverse 
homomorphism and iterated product) and settle the closure properties of the classes 
of languages considered in [5] for all of these operations. 
1. Preliminaries 
This paper directly continues [S] in the sense that we use terminology, notation 
and results from [S]. In particular, Construction 4.1 (and its notation) from 
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[S] is used several times in the present paper. We also assume the reader to be 
familiar with basic formal language theory (see, e.g., [4]j and in particular with the 
language theoretical operations that we consider in this paper. 
Before we start the investigation of the closure properties we have to notice the 
following. 
Example 1.1. Let N be the ImPNf depicted in Fig. 1: let fin N = {zerohr}. We have 
SAN) = {kG{bI, #HaI9 ia, HI. 
b 
Fig. 1. 
Consider the regular language K = {{a, 6)). Sf(N) I? K = K. 
Clearly K can never be realized by an 1rnPNf because it is easily seen that if 
L E &(lmPNf) and L z> K, then L 2 Sf(N). 
This example simply illustrates the fact that in investigations of closure properties 
of subset languages one has to take into account the fact that if a subset of transitions 
I/ fires in a Petri net N, then any sequentialitation of U (into subsets) may also 
fire. This leads us to the following definition. 
Defjnitioml. Let K c_ T’? Let .u E r*, x = a ]n2 - - l (I,,, II 2 0, a, E r for 1 s i s II. Let 
t sj~t~ and aj=bUh’, b, b’f8, bTlb’=O. 
Then y = alal - * - ai..lbb’n;+l l * l a,, is a splitting ofk 
The compktiorr of K, denoted by cow K, is defined by 
COIH K = {x : A- results from a word of K by a 
nonnegative number UC applications of splittings}. 
For subset languages we can prove a result analogous to the one obtained for 
string languages (see [ 1). We need the following definition first. 
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(2) Let n 2 2, 1 s j en. Then y =alaz l l * uj--luj+luiui+2 l l l u,, where 
al l l l uj_l=Aifj=1 andui+2- l u,=A ifj=n-1,isapermututionofx. 
(3) We say that y is a recombinutl:on of x if J’ results from x by a nonnegative 
number of applications of splitting, fusion and permutation of x. 
Lemma 1.2. Let K E Y(ilmPN) [Y(iplmPN), Y&lmPNf), Yf(iplmPNf) respectively] 
and let x 1, ~2, y E P’ be such that x1 y E K and x2 E K where x2 is a recombinuttion 
of xl. TIten x2y E K. 
2. Union 
In this section we consider the closure of our basic classes of subset languages 
under the operation of set theoretical union. We start by considering ‘positi+ 
closure results’. 
Theorem 2.1. &(plmPNf) is closed under union. 
Proof. Let K,, Kz E Yf(plmPNf). Let IV, M be plmPNf’s such that S& V) = ii;‘, and 
S,(M) = K2. We will construct a plmPNf G such that &(G) = K1 UK2. Without lvss 
of generality assume that trNfltrM=fl and pfNflplM=Q). I,et #trN= 
k,#trM=Z,trN={t, ,..., tk}andtrM={rl ,..., r,}. 
For each t E tr N U tr ibf we create additional copies t’ and t”. Further we add two 
run-places run t’ and run t” and a set of ‘control* places C of cardinality (k + I). 
Formally we have the following: Let 
(tr N )’ = {t’:’ t E tr N}, (tr IV)” = {t”: t E tr N}, 
(tr M)’ = {t’: t E tr M), (\tr A4 1” = {t”: t E trM) 
be such that trN, trM, (tr N)‘, (WV)‘, (trN)” and (:rM>” are pairwise disjoint sets 
of transitions. Let 
RUN = (rrw t’, run t”: t E tr N U tr M}, C={cl ,..., c,,d ,,..., dk) 
be sets of places such that pl N, pl A4, RUN and C are pairwise disjoint sets of places. 
The net G is then defined as follows: 
(i) p/G =plN U~~MURUNUC. 
(ii) trG=trNU(trN)‘U(trN)“U(trM)U(rrM)’U(trM)”. 
(iii) For I E tr N, 
in~t =inNtU{c,, . . . , cl, dJ2)) if t = tj, 1 s i s k, 
inG t’ = irr~ t U (run t’}, irzG t” = inN t U {run t”}. 
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For tetrM, 
+z~t=in~tU(d~,... ,dk,Cj(k)) ift=ri, lai<I, 
inc; t’ = inM t U (run t ‘1, 
(iv) For t E triv, 
OUtG t = ot:fN f u (run f’}, 
PUtG t” = oufN f u (run f’}. 
For ; J-3 ir i-v-, 
OUtG t = oufM f u {run f’}, 
out(; t” = oufM f u (run f ‘1. 
inG f” = in&f  u {run f”}. 
OutG t’ = outv t U(run t”}, 
outc; t’ = outbf t U (run t”}, 
(v) For p E pl N, inrn(; p = inmN p. For 1 s i s 1, inm(, Ci = k. 
For p E pl M, inmc; p = inrnizl p. For 1 s i d k, inm(; d, = 1. 
Forp E KUN, inmc; p = (1. 
(vi) For t E tr N, labG t = labG t’ = labG t” = labA- t. 
For t E tr M, labc t = 1abG t’ = labG t” T= lab,u t. 
(vii) fin G is defined as follows: 
Observe that for each reachable marking JL of G, p(p) s 1 for p E RUN, p(p) s k 
forp&, . . . ,c,}and~(p)~Zforp~{d~ ,..., dk). 
Let a ZV denote the set of markings of RUN U C which satisfy the above restrictions. 
Then 
where 
Let 1 s i s k. The input/output structure of t,, t:. t,“, t, E tr N is depicted in Fig. 2. 
Let 15 i 5~ 1. The input/output structure of ri, r:, r,“, r, E tr M is depicted in Fig. 3. 
That S&G ) = Sf(N) U&(M) easily follows from the following observations. 
(ai Initially only elements ol tr N U tr M are enabled. Moreover, for 1 s i s G, 
1 5 j 5 I, {t, r,} is qot enabled. This is due to the fact that ci contains k tokens and 
1.o fire {tl, r,} at 1: ast (k + 1) tokens are needed in c,. 
(bj After firi:lg Q) # X C_ trN (tr A4 respectively), none of the elements of tr A4 II 
!tnW’U (trkf)” [tr N U (tr NYU (tr N)” respectively] becomes ever firable. This 
Wows from the fact that firing a transition t E tr N takes; one token from every 
place rI, 1 5 i 5 I and to fire a transition r E trM at least ofle place ci must contain 
k tokens ! transitions of (tr A4 )’ U (tr M )” do not become enabled before a transition 
of tr A4 has fired). 
OLlt. t -- 
N’ 
In t 
-N ’ 
out t 
-N’ 
if1 L 
-N ’ 
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Input/output structure of f, E frN (1 s ic k 1.’ 
rtln r' 
Fig. 3. Input/output structure of r, E tr A4 i 1 s i s I). 
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(c) Let I < i G k (1~ i < I respectively). At each moment of time at most one 
transition Of {ti, t:, t:} ({ Ti, ri, r:} respectively) isenabled. 
(d) G is pure and satisfies the disjoint labelling condition. 
(e) If X& l l l Xn, It a 1, fl#Xi GUN @#Xi CfrM respectively, 1si SIz, is a 
subset firing sequence in N (M respectively), then there exists a subset firing 
sequence &Cz l -9X,, such that, for l~t’~n, XiE{~,f’,t”:tEXi} and #Xi= 
7% Zi. 0 
0ne easily checks that (a slight modification of) the proof of Theorem 2.1 also 
yifelds the following result. 
Theorem 2.2. Y7,(lmPNf), Y(lmPN) and Y(plmPN) are closed under union. 
We turn now to nonclosure under union. 
Theorem 2.3. .Yf(iplmPNf) is ltot closed urzder union. 
Proof. Consider the iplmPNf’s which are depicted in Fig. 4 where fin N (fit2 A4 
respectively) equals the set of all reachable markings of N (of M respectively): 
SrW = {A, Ia}, (a I@}, (a}@}@)) and S&W = {A 0% @lb 1). 
Let K = S&V) US&W. Then {cr}{b}{b}~ K, (h}{u}~ K but {b}(u}{b}@ K. This 
Lemma 1.2 impiies that Yf(iplmPNf) is not closed under union. 0 
AYI analogous analysis of the counterexample provided in the proof of the abo\lc 
theorem yields the following result. 
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Theorem 2.4. &(ilmPNf), Y(ilmPN) and Y(iplmPN) are not closed uizder union. 
In this section we consider the closure of our basic classes of subset languages 
under the operation of product. We start by considering ‘posi:ivs closure results’. 
Theorem 3.1. Yf(plmPNf) is closed under product. 
Proof. Let KI, Kz E Yf(plmPNf). Let IV, A4 be plmPNf’s such that &(N) = KI and 
Z&(M) = &. We will construct a plmPNf G such that Sf(G) = K1 Q &. Without loss 
of generality assume that tr N (7 tr M = 8 and pl N /l pl M = 0. 
Let #trN = k, #trM =I, trN ={t~, . . . , tk} and trM ={rl,. . . , rl}. For each t E 
tr N we create an additional copy t’ and for each r E tr M we create 2k + 1 additional 
copies r’ and r(il, . . . , ik) where il, . ..,ikE{1,2). Further for each t~t~NUtr,iZrl 
we add run-places run t and run t’ and a control set of places C of cardinality 1. 
Finally we have the following: Let 
(tr N)’ = {t‘: t E tr N}, (tr M)’ = {t’: t E tr M}, 
(trM)“={t(&, . . . , ib-): t~trM, il,. . . , ik ~(1, 2)) 
be such that tr N, tr M, (tr N)‘, (tr M)’ and (trkf)” are pairwise disjoint sets of 
transitions. Let 
RUN={runt,runt’:tEtrNUtrM}, C={c1,. . . ,cJ 
be such that pl N, pl M, RUN and C are pairwise disjoint sets of places. 
The net G is then defined as folloajzs: 
(i) ~~G=~~NU~~MURUNUC. 
(ii) trG =trN U(trN)‘U(trM)U(trM)‘U(trM)“. 
(iii) For t cz tr N, 
ina t = G2N t U (run t (I)}, inG t’ = inN t C irun t’ (I)}. 
For tetrM, 
in(; t = ,‘nhf t U (run t), inG t’ = inM t U (run t’}, 
inc; t(il....,ik) = h . . . ,sk}Uind U{c,} 
w!!ere for 1 s j s k, sj = run tj if ij = 1 and sj = run tf if ii = 2, and t = ru, 1 s u c 1. 
(iv) For t E tr N, 
oufG f = outN f ti (run f' (I)}, oufG f ’ = oufN f u (run f (I)}. 
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For tctrhl, 
OutG t = out&f t u (run t’}, OutG t’ = outM t u (run t}, 
(v) ForpcplN, inmGp=inmNp. 
For p E pl M, inmG p = inmMp. 
FortEtrN, inmG run t = 1 and inmG run t’ = 0 
For t E tr M, inmG run t = inmG run t’ = 0. 
(vi) For t E tr N, 1abG t = labc; t’ = 1abNt. 
FortEtrM, 1abG t = 1abG t’ = 1abG t(i,,.._,ik) = la!?M t. 
(vii) Observe that for each reachable marking p of G, 
p(p)<1 forpE{run t,run t’: tEtrN} 
p(p)<1 forpE{runt,runt’: tEtrM)U{c~,...,c& 
Let M denote the set of markings of RUN U {cl, . . . , cl} which satisfy the above 
restrict ions. Then 
where 
Let 1 s i s k. The input/output structure of ti and t: is depicted in Fig. 5. 
Fig. 5. Input/output structure of t, and r: i 1 5. i = m I 
Let I-;; i s 1. The input/output structure of ri( 1,2, . . . ,2), ri and r! is depicted 
in Fig. 6. 
That .Sf( G 1 = S,C N 10 S&V ) easily follows from the following observations. 
ia1 I.ct l-3- s k. At each moment of time at most one transition of {t,. t:} is 
cnablcd. Let 1 s i s 1. At each moment of time at most one transition of 
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Fig. 6. Input/output structure of r;(l, 2, . . . ,2), ri and r: (1 s i s I). 
{ri(il, * l . 3 i&)1 il, w . . 3 ik E (1,2})U( ri, ri} is enabled. This easily follows from the 
distribution of tokens in the places of RUN U {cl, . . . , cl}. 
(b) G satisfies the disjoint labelling condition and is pure. 
(c) Initially no element of trM U (PM) is enabIed. Such transitions can become 
enabled only after firing of a transition from (or M)“. No element of trN U (tr N)’ 
can be fired together with an element of (tr M)“. After an element of (tr M)” has 
fired none of the transitions of frN U (tr IV)’ becomes ever firable. 
(d) Each subset firing sequence in N (possibly empty) followed by a subset firing 
sequence in M (possibly empty) can be simulated by a subset firing sequence in G 
and other way around. q 
One easily checks that (a slight modification of) the proof of Theorem 3.1 also 
yields the following result. 
Theorem 3.2. Y[( ImPNf), Y(lmPN) and Y( plmPN) are closed under product. 
We turn now to nonclosure under product. 
Theorem 3.3. Yf(plmPNf) is not closed under product. 
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Proof. Consider the iplmNf N which is depicted in Fig. 7 where fin N = 
{KJ, 0, w, (1,L w. 
Fig. 7. 
Let K = S&V). Clearly 
{a}{l‘){h){a}{c)(h}E K ?X, (a}{c}(a}{~}{h}E K EX 
but 
{a>kiirr}{C.){ hj{ h}atK EM 
C’onsequently Lemma 1.2 implies that ZQiplmPNf) is not closed under product. i3 
An analogous analysis of the counterexample provided in the proof of the rlnove 
theorem yields the following result. 
3. Intersection and intersection with regular languages 
In this section we consider the closure of our basic classes of subset languages 
under the operation of intersection and intersection with regular languages. We 
start by considering intersection. 
Proof. Let K,, &~Yf(plmPNf). Let N, M be plmPNf’s such that S&V) =K1 and 
S+M i Lz K?. w c will construct :? plmPNf G such that &(G) = KI fM&. Without loss 
rjf generality assume that tr IV fI ir A4 = li) and pi N np/ M = 8. 
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The 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
components of G are defined as follows: 
plG =plN UplM. 
tr G = {(t, t’): t E tr N, t’E tr M and labhr t = labM t’). 
For (t, t’)E tr G, in& t’) = inEI t UinM t’. 
For (t, t’)E tr G, OUtc(t, t’) = OUtN t u OUtN t’. 
For p E pi N, inmc p = inmN p. 
For p E p1 M, inmG p = inmM p. 
(vi) For (1, t’) E tr G, IabG(t, t’) = labN t = labM t’. 
(vii) finG=((C1,,C12):CL1EfinN,C12EEnM) 
where, forpEp/N, (PI,CLZ)(P)=PI(P) and, forpEplM, (PI,P~)(P)=PZ(P). One 
can easily see that G is a plmPNf which satisfies the disjoint labelling condition 
such that St(G) = K1 fI&. Cl 
One easily checks that (a slight modification of) the proof of Theorem 4.1 also 
yields the following result. 
Theorem 4.2. Y(lmPN), Y(plmPN), &(lmPNf), Y(ilmPN), 9’(iplmPN), Y&lmT’Nf) 
and Yf(iplmPNf) are closed under intersection. 
We now turn to intersection with regular languages. We will prove that each 
complete regular language is in Yf(plmPNf) and consequently (by Theorem 4.1) 
9’f(plmPNf) is closed under intersection with regular languages. 
Lemma 4.3. Let K E r* be a complete regular language. Then K E Yf(plmPNf) t atzd 
so K E Yf(lmPNf)). 
Proof. Let K be as in the statement of the lemma. To prove that K ~Yf(plmPNf) 
we will use Construction 4.1 from [S]. 
Let A = (0, d, 8, qo, F) be a deterministic finite automaton accepting K (such 
that for each pair (4, a) E Q xA, S(q, a) is defined). Let N be an ImPN with 
plhr={q,(7:qEQ}, trN=(l: tEaEJ}, inmNqo=l, inmNq=O for qEplN\(q,,} 
where the labelling function is the identity function. Let qo, . . . , qn be a sequence 
of elements of Q such that each element occurs there precisely once and let 
(II,. . . , a,,, be a sequence of elements of d such that each element occurs there 
precisely once. 
Let 7 equal 
S(qo, al), . . . , S(q,,, a,J, Stqh c1d, . . . , S(q,, a,,% . . . , Skh aA7 - . a , 
Sk&,, a 1 b, . . . , St@,, a,,+) 
wherefor(q,a)EQxit,S(q,a)=S(q,a)=a. 
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*we u(;e the notations c>,,f Construction 4.1 from [5] (let ~~ = 11 i.1, . . . 9 liJ and 
rEi =(fi.*, l * l 3 zi.,,,})* 
The functions I and 0 are defined as follows: If Ri corresponds to s(~, a), 
(q,a)~QxA andS(q,a)==p, then 
Wi.,) = ~(i,.l) = (417 I(&) = l(ti,*) = ’ ’ ’ = I(ti,n,) = I( ii,,J =@, 
O(fi 1) = O( fi.1) =IP)9 . 0(tj,2)=O(~i,*)=B ’ g=O(@in)=O(fin)=O_ . I l I 
If I;Ti coriesponds to S(q, a), (4, U) c Q X A and 8(q, a) =p, then I and 0 are 
defined as above but replacing q by Q and p by p. Then let G 1 = ConsiN, T, I, 0). 
Finally let G be the 1mPNf which differs from G1 as follows: 
The markings cc4 and pq are defined as follows: 
ForpEP, &~)=k andI-c,@)=O, 
For&, &~)=Qand~&)=k, 
ForpEQ\{q}, ~,(p)=~g(P)=~~(ij)=ctii(~)=o, and 
Let (4, u ) E Q X A and S(q, a ) =/J* Let Ri, Hi be copies of S(q, a ) and Ri, Rj copies 
of S(Q, a). Then part of the structure of G is depicted in Fig, 8, 
Using [5, Lemma 4.21 one can easily see that in G a final marking can be 
reached by a subset firing sequence if and only if the sequence through the labelling 
of G yields an element of K. 
Note that we have added the places {Q : 4 E Q} to guarantee that G is pllre. 0 
Lemma 4.4. Let K C P be a complete regu1aryrefi.x languafie, That, K E yf(plmPN) 
[and thus K E Y’(ImPN)]. 
Proof. This can be proved using a slight modification of thle construction in the 
proof of Lemma 4.3. For A we now take A = (0, -I, 6, qtl, Q)-;t deterministic finite 
automaton recognizing K (8 may be a partial trarlSitiOn function). T is then defined 
based on the pairs (q, cz ) such that 8(q, cz 1 is defined. Fer y e Q, 9 is replaced by k 
copies (k = # 3) q”‘, . . . ,4”‘; each place 9 is replacetll by k copies $I’, . . , , q(“‘. 
We then set 
for R, corresponding to S(q, n ), (q, a ) E Q x d and S(q, a ) = pa 
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If Ri corresponds to S(d, a), then we apply an analogous construction. The 
Fig. 8. 
extra places are needed because we do not have the mechansim of final markings. 
In simulating the finite automation A we first choose a set R, (or Ri according to 
the possibilities). Assume that, e.g., Ri corresponds to S(q, cz). This means that we 
have guessed that the ‘present state’ of the automaton equals 9. Whether or not 
this guess is correct is checked by the transition t,,l (in the notation of the proof 
of Lemma 4.3). If the guess was not correct, then not all transitions of R; can be 
fired and consequently no final marking can be reached. This trick does not work 
if we do not have final markings. Therefore, in this case each transition is checking 
the correctness of the guess using extra copies q”‘, . , . , q’k’ of the guessed stat!: 
We now settle the intersection with complete regular (prefix) languages. 
Theorem 4.5. (1) Yf(plmPNf) and Yf(lmPNf) ape closed under intersection 
complete regular languages. 
with 
(2) Y(plmPN) md Y’(lmPN) are closed under intersection with complete regular 
prej5x languages. 
Proof. Follows directly from Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, and Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4. 0 
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We turn now to nonclosure properties. 
Theorem 4.6. Let r be a finite nonempty subset of r. 
(1) Yf(iplmPNf) is not closed under intersection with complete regular languages 
(over F). 
(2) Yf(ilmPNf) is not closed under intersection with complete regular languages 
(over r). 
Proof. ( 1) Let Iv be the iplmPNf which is depicted in Fig. 9 where fin N equals 
the zero marking. Let K = S,(N) Il {{a}, {b}}? Observe that {(a}, {b}} * is a complete 
regular language. 
N 
I 
;I 
‘j---+(x 
Fig. 9. 
The fact that Kg Y&plmPNf) is proved by contradiction. Assume that there exists 
an iplmPNf M such that S&W) = K. hl must have two transitions tl, t-r labelled by 
a and b respectively. Since A4 is injective, both tl and t2 must be able to fire an 
unbounded number of times in succession (*). Since (21, tz} is never enabled. tl 
and t2 share an input place. Then, however, (W implies that M is not pure; a 
contradiction. Thus ,Y’f(iplmPNf) is not closed under intersection with complete 
regular languages. 
(2) Let N be the ilmPNf which is depicted in Fig. 10 where fizz IV equals the 
(finite) set of all reachable markings of IV. , 
w 0 ._.- ., 
11 
Fig. 10. 
Let K, = .S’,( N 1. Clearly K, = ({o}, { 6). ((7, h]} ‘. Ixt Ii = K, fl K7 where f& = 
{{a~{h),(h}(a),{u. h)]U{{a}}‘U({h)}‘. Observe that Kll is a complete regular 
language. 
The fact that K GG Yr(ilmPNf) is proved by contradiction. Assume that K = S,(M) 
for an ilmPNf M. M must have transitions I~, tl! labelled by a and b respectively. 
Since the labclling is injective, for each positive integer i, t’, and fi must be firing 
sequences leading from the irlitial markir.g to a final marking. Moreover, in both 
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cases the initial marking must be convered. Since the number of final markings is 
finite such a situation is only possible if after firing tl ( t2 respectively) we get back 
the initial marking. But then {aXb}{a, b}E K; a contradiction. 
Thus &(ilmPNf) is not closed under intersection with complete regular 
languages. Cl 
An analogous analysis of the counterexamples provided in the proof of the above 
theorem yields the following result. (Observe that the complete regular Iangukges 
used in the proof of Theorem 4.6 are complete regular prefix languages.) 
Theorem 4.7. Let r be a finite nonempty subset of lT Y( iplmPN) and 9’( ilmPN) are 
not closed under intersection with complete regular prefix languages. 
5. Shuffle 
In this section we consider the closure of our basic classes of subset languages 
under the operation of shuffle. WC start by considering ‘positive closure results’. 
Theorem 5.1. Yf(plmPNf) is closed under shufle. 
Proof. Let &, I& E Yf(plmPNf). Let N, A4 be plmPNf’s such that Sf(.N) = & and 
Sr(M) = &. Without loss of generality assume that p/N fl pl A4 = 0 and tr N fl tr M = 
(1). We will construct a plmPNf G such that Sr(G) = &]I&. We will use Construction 
4.1 (and its notation) from [5]. 
Let H be an 1mPN with pl H = pl N Up/M, tr H = trN U trkf, irzmt,p = inmNp 
for p E~ZN, inmHp = inmMp for p E pZM and labelling of transitions is resulting 
from their labelling in N and A4 
Let r be an arbitrary but fixed sequence such that it contains every fl f X c tr N 
and every 0 # X 2 tr A4 (where no two elements of X have the salme iabei 1 precisely 
OIIW. The functions I and 0 are defined as follows. Let 1 c i c VIZ, K, = (I,., . . . . , z,.,,,} 
and f, : R, + tr N be the function which yields the corresponding transitions. If 
f;(Ri I = X c tr N, then 
If fi(R, ) = X c tr M, then I and 0 are defined as above with N replaced by M. IJet 
G1 = C’ons(H, 7, I, O), 
Finally let G be the gl,nPNf which differs from G1 only by adding fin G. Let 
k = n:‘_ 1 rlim Then 
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where 
fov WN, b-41, cL2)lCP) = (E.Ll,LGZ)Z(P) =k41(ph 
fov EPM h @2)1(P) = h9 /.42)2(p) =LL2(p)r 
forpEP, (ELI, c~2Mp) = k and (~.LI, MMP) = 0, 
for p fz Ei, (p I, CLZ)I(~) = 0 and (~1, ,wMp) = k- 
Then using [ 5, Lemma 4.21 one can prove S,(G) = K,((&. q 
One easily checks that (a slight modification of) the proof of Theorem 5.1 yields 
also the following result. 
Theorem 5.2. Y,;(lmPNf), Y(lmPN) attd Y(plmPN) are closed urlder Shuffk. 
We turn now to nonclosure under shuffle. 
Theorem 5.3, Yf(iplmPNf) is not closed utzder slru~e. 
Proof. Consider the iplmPNf’s N and M which are depicted in Fig. 11 where fit1 N 
(fin A4 respectively) equals the set of reachable markings of N (A4 respectively). 
Let K, = S#V), &=&(M) and K =K#&. Then {a}{h}{c}E K, {b){a)~ K but 
@}(a}{~]& K, Thus Lemma 1.2 implies that +Yf(iplmPNf) is not closed under 
shuffle. Cl 
Fig. 11. 
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6. A -free homomorphism 
In this section we consider the closure of our basic classes of subset languages 
under the operation of A-free homomorphism. We start by considering ‘positive 
closure results’. 
Theorem 6.1. Yf(lmPNf) is closed under completio/ts of A-free t=homomorphisms, 
Proof. Let K f9$(lmPNf), K C_ r*, r a finite nonempty subset of K Let h be a 
A-free Fhomomorphism of r*. We will prove that corn 0 h(K) ~&(lmPNf). Let 
N be an ImPNf such that Sf(N) = K. We will construct an ImPNf G such that 
S,(G) = cam 0 h( K ). To this aim we will use Construction 4.1 (and its notation) 
from [S]. Our proof is presented in such a way that the reader can easily adopt it 
to prove a stronger version of the theorem, where completions of A-free r- 
homomorphisms are replaced by completions of A- free regular f-substitutions 
(see the remark following Theorem 6.2). 
(I) For each a EF let A, = (Qa, &, a,, qo, {qa}) be a deterninistic finrte 
automaton accepting h (a ) where q. is a common state for all automata. Moreover, 
assume that all (QJ{40}) are pairwise disjoint. 
Let H be an 1mPN with pZH = pf N U {4: 4 E Qa for an a E r} (the component 
sets of pl H are assumed to be disjoint), tr H = (t : t E I-‘,, a E f ), inrn~ 4( = 1, 
ilU?lH p = inmN p for p E pl N and inmkjp = 0 for the other places where the 
labelling function is the identity function. 
(2) The sequence r (underlying [S, Construction 4.11 is defined as follows: For 
each a E: I’; let S,, denote the following set: 
S,, = {(I) + X G tr N : LA&S = a 
and no two elements of X have the same label}. 
Let 7 be an arbitrary but fixed sequence that contains the following elements 
precisely once: if a E r, X E S,,, (4,6) E QU x f”, then (X, 4,6) is in 7. If an element 
of 7 has the above form, then it contains precisely one transition, labelled by c, 
for each element c of b and no other transitions. 
(3) The fuctions I and 0 are defined as follows: Let Ri correspond to (X, q, h ), 
tq, b 1 E Q,, x Cl, u E $ and 6, (4, a ) = p, thk!n we distinguish between several cases: 
Ctzsc~ (3.1) If 4 # 4(, and p # 4<,, then 
IUI.1) = I(&) = {4), OV,,,) = OK,) = {PI 
and 
Z(ti,j)=I(~.i)=O(fi,i)=O(r?,,)=V) for 25jsi2,. 
Wi.d = Qt:,d = {qtr}U in.vX, O~li.l)=O(t7_,*!=(P)UOUthrX 
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and 
r(ri,j)=I(r?:,j)=o(fi,j)=o(l"i,j)=0 fOr2SjSni. 
Case (3.3) If q f 40 and p = qa, then 
and 
Cuse (3.4) If q = q() and p = qa, then 
and 
I(f,,j) = O(ti,j) = I(c,j) = O(r" i) =0 for 2 ci s lli. 
Let G, = Cons(H, 7, I, 0). 
Finally let G be the ImPNf which differs from G I only by fir1 G. firr G is constructed 
as follows: Each final marking of G consists of a final marking of N, a token in qor 
either no tokens in places of P or no tokens in places of @, and no tokens in places 
of {q : q c Q,, for an a E I”}\{q,,). 
Intuitively the net G works as follows. Choose an element Ri of R to ‘fire’. This 
clement corresponds to (X1, qo, h,), X1 E rdl for some a E r. Firing all transitions of 
R, will on the one hand simulate the effect of firing X1 in N and on the other hand 
will ‘record’ tQle state that A,, is in after reading b I. Then the firing of the next set 
8, corresponds to (X2, ql, 11~) where S,(qlj, bl) = q1 (we have assumed that ql tr: q, ). 
The firing of all transitions from d, continues the simulation of the work of A,, 
during the recognition II(O) (X2 is irrelevant in this case). Proceeding in this way 
one obtains (LI a number of steps) the simulation of the reading off h& . . - 6,, by 
A,, as well as the simulation of the effect of firing of X1 in IV. Then, if a set 
corresponding to (X,, , I, y,,, h,, +. 1) fires where 6, (q,,, h,, + 1) = qc,, then one has recog- 
nized /z (CI ) and one is ready to simulate the effect of tiring of a next subset of tr N 
(there is again a token in ~1~~). If proceeding in this way one comes to a final marking, 
then one has simulated within piN the effect of tiring of the sequence (of subsets) 
‘Cl,& * * * .J& leading to an element of fia N: then, if LAB,& = II, for 1 5 i s I, 
the resulting word ‘ptWdUCCd’ by (I; cqualS I?( 0,) C) ll(a,) t;) l 9 . i.; \ \I( (I,), Hi\hccj 
on the above intuitive description one can prove that Sf(C,?) = (-OHI 0 11 (S&V )I. ‘1 
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Theorem 6.3. ( 1) Yr( ImPNf) is closed under completions of A-free regular r-substitu - 
tions. 
(2) &(lmPN) is closed under completions of prefix A-free regular /‘I-substitutions. 
We now turn to the injective classes considered in this paper. 
Theorem 6.4. (1) 9’f(iplmPNf) is not closed under completions of A-free IT- 
homomorphisms. 
(2) Y(iplmPN) is not closed under completions of A-free finite r-substitutions. 
Proof. (1) Let N be the iplmPNf which is depicted in Fig. 12 where fin N equals 
the set of reachable markings of N: 
SW) =I.\, {aI, WI. W, {n). W{eH. 
Fig. 12. 
Let 11 be the J-free f-homomorphism which is defined as follows: 
Then K’=cw ~h(K)={.~t,(a)(b),(a),(b),(b)(a},(a)(b)(h)). Then {b}{a)fK’, 
{a)(b)(b}~ K’ but (b){a){b)e K’. Thus Lemma 1.2 implies the result. 
(2) Let !V be the iplmPN which is depicted in Fig. 12. Let h be the prefix -1 -free 
finite I--substitution which is defined as hollows: 
The result of the proof is analogous to ( 1). EI 
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An analogous analysis of the counterexamples provided in the proof of the above 
theorem yields the following r*:sult. 
Theorem 6.5. (1) Yf(ilmPNf) is not closed under completions of A-free f-homo- 
morphisms. 
(2) Y(ilmPN) is not closed under completions of prefix A-free finite Fsubstitutions. 
7. Inverse homomorphism 
In this section we consider the closure of our basic classes of subset languages 
under the operation of inverse homomorphism. We start by considering ‘positive 
closure results’. 
Theorem 7.1. Let K E YJmPNf), let !’ be a nonempty subset o,.‘ I‘ and let h be a 
r-homomorphism of r*. Then corn 0 h ‘(K) e Yf(lmPNf), i.e. Y’JmPNf) is closed 
under completions of inverse IY~omomorphisms. 
Proof. Let K, h be as in the statement of the theorem. Let N ‘,e an 1mPNf such 
that S,( N) = K. Using Construction 4.1 (and its notations) Yom [S] we will 
construct an ImPNf G such that $(G) = corn 0 h ‘(K L 
Let H be an ImPN with pf H = pf iV, tr H = {h: h E a E F}, in izfjp = inmN p for 
p ‘E pl N and the identity as labelling function. 
Let 7 be an arbitrary but fixed sequence that contains the f4lowing elements 
precisely once. For each CI E r and a subset firing sequence p = X: . l . X,, such that 
IA&{ /I)= I@). (a, p) occurs in 7 where (a, p) contains precisvly one trr;,lsition, 
labelled by c, for each element c of LZ, and no other transitions. 
The functions I and 0 are defined as follows: If Ri = {tl.,, . . . , ti, , corresponds 
to (a, p) as above, then 
lo,,;) -= i(i,,,) = OUJ = O(r”,,,) =(3 
where itss X1 l - -X,, and outNXl -. . X,, ai.c detined as follows: Let p E pf N and 
let, for 1 s s + n. # ,,(inN X,) = 1, and # ,(occtN X,, 1 = 1:. Let 
and 
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Then 
inNXl l l ~X,,={p(l,):p~pfN} and out~XI***Xn={P(~~):PEplN}. 
Let G I= Cons (Ff, T, I, 0). 
Finally let G be the 1mPNf which differs from Gi only by fin G. Each final 
marking of G is an extension of a final marking of N such that either no tokens 
are present in places of P or no tokens are present in places of p. It is straightforward 
to prove that S,(G) = corn 0 h-‘(K). Hence the theorem holds. 0 
One easily checks that (a slight modification of) the proof of Theorem 7.1 also 
yields the following result. 
Theorem 7.2. Let K E Y( ImPN) and let h be a I~-~~onlomorphism. Then 
Pref 0 corn 0 h _ ‘(K 1 E ,‘F( 1mPN). 
We now turn to nonclosure results. 
Theorem 7.3. ( 1) Yf(iplmPNf) is noi closeti under completions of inverse images of 
f-homomorphisms. 
(2) 9( iplmPN) is not closed under prefix closures of completions of inverse images 
of ~-homomorphisms. 
Proof. Consider an iplmPNf Iv (iplmPN respectively) such that K =r Z&(N) = {A, {a}} 
[K = S( IV) = { _I. {a}} respectively] and let 11 be the Fhomomorphism defined by 
h({a}) ={{a}} and h({b}) ={.I}. Then cleally COIPZ 0 h- ‘(K) Wrefo conz 0 11 -l(K) 
respectively) cannot be realized by an injective pure net. El 
8. Iterated product 
In this section we consider the closure of our basic classes of subset languages 
under the operation of iterated product. 
Theorem 8.1. 9’f( ImPNf) is not closed under iterated product. 
Proof. Let N be an ImPNf such that &(N))*&Yf(lmPNf). (The existence of such 
a net is proved in [3].) Let K = L,(N). Then [5, Theorem 2.21 implies the 
existence of an L ~.!?(lrnPN) such that Kr = L. We will now prove that 
I_’ IZ .‘+,(lmPNf). This is dovIe by contradiction. Assume that L’ = S,M) for an 
1mPNf h4. ‘Then the form of L yields K!” = (L”‘)I; = L(M) E Yf(lmPNf); a contradic- 
tion. Consequently $@lmPNf) is not closed under iterated product. Cl 
One easily checks that (a slight modification of) the proof of Theorem 8.1 yields 
the following result. 
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Theorem 8.2. Y(lmPN) is not closed under iterated product. 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 8.1 using the fact that JZ’(lmPN) is not 
closed under Kleene star (see [2]). 0 
We now turn to injective classes. 
Theorem 8.3. Yf(iplmPNf), Y’f(ilmPNf), S”f(iplmPN) and Y(ilmPN) are not closed 
under itera ted product. 
Proof. Analogous to the proofs of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4. q 
9. Discussion 
In this paper we have continued a systematic investigation of Petri nets considered 
as generators of subset languages. The subject matter of this paper were closure 
properties of classes of subset languages generated by various classes of Petri nets. 
Table 1 summarizes the results we have obtained. 
In order to have a complete picture of the closure properties of subset languages 
of Petri nets one should try to settle the remaining cases (indicated by the question 
mark). 
We hope that results we have obtained (and their proofs) have on the one hand 
given an indication about the mathematical nature of subset languages of Petri nets 
and on the other hand they have provided us with some basic techniques for 
constructing more involved Petri nets from simpler ones. In particular we hope 
that the difference between sequentialized Petri nets (thus Petri nets considered as 
generators of firing sequences) and Petri nets (working in their intended concurrent 
mood) became more clear. 
We would like to close with the following more technical remark. A number of 
nonclosure results obtained in this paper could have been proved by using various 
references in the existing literature and the fact that the nonclosure result for a 
class of sequentialized Petri nets implies the analogous nonclosure result for the 
class of subset languages defined by the corresponding class of Petri nets. We have 
decided to provide all the proofs here. This was done for the sake of completeness 
as well as because of the fact that the pure cases we considered are almost never 
considered separately in the literature in connection with closure properties. 
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